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TER
Campes
By TODD LEWIS
Upperclass snxkjits atWooster this
year are returning to a campus where
restrictions on what they can and can-
not say have been changed. At the
end of last year. Campus Council
instituted changes in Section DC ofthe
Code of Social Responsibility.
These changes, which took effect
with the beginning of classes three
weeks ago, reflect the concerns of
both students and Campus Council
members with respect to protection
ofstudents from harassment, and with
respect to what were perceived as
severe restrictions on speech.
The two major changes in Section
K of the code, entitled Harassment
CoerdonInti mkfarionAssault," were
in be preamble and subsection C
The changes clarify the extent of re-
strictions on student speech and
change the procedure for the han--
(fltngnfp!Vg rqpeand assffliHciwn
Damon D. Hickey, director of
Andrews library and faculty mem-
ber of Council, described the first
- change as ensuring that physical as-
sault and especially rape would be
placed at the lop of the agenda lor the
Judicial Board, which has jurisdic-
tion in disciplinary matters under the
code. This was done as a precaution
toprccctthosewhornalrrnlVgarions
about sexual assault, and was in re-spo-nse
to intense student concernover
the safety of alleged rape victims.
The second change, however, was
Parents' Weekend
generates
By KATE PETERSON
The decision that made Parents
Weekend coincide with the Jewish
holiday, Yom Kippur, has been a
sourceofconfljabetweentheschcol's
administration and some members of
the student body and their parents. :
As the most important Jewish holi-
day, Yom Kippur is the day ofatone-
ment and the day torepent one's sins.
According to the administration,
the decision was made because no
other weekends were available. Try-
ing to find a weekend in which there
would be an adequate amount ofath-
letic activities, theater productions,
and also choosing one that would not
coincide with Homecoming or Fall
Break, made the search for a satisfac-
tory weekerrf difficult.
"It just happened the last week in
September was the only option we
had. We were forced to settle on that
date," explained Dean of Students
Coeecil revises speech cede
not the result of student concern.
Rather, it reflected a wish on the part
of Council to clarify a perceived mis-
conception on the part of students
about the ex-
tent of the '
code's pre-
scriptions. The changes
Hickey ex-
plains.
extent of
The student speech
only kind of the procedure
which
had
cases
ever handling of
come to theJ-- and assault
clarify the
restrictions on
and change
for the
alleged rape
cases.
Board having
to do with
speech on campus were cases where
an individual or a group of people
were actually hurling insults at other
individuals or other groups ofpeople.
No one had ever been brought up
beforeJ-Boar- d for telling aracialjoke
to a friend, no one had ever been
brought up before J-Bo- ard for ex-
pressing an opinion that was politi-
cally incorrect in class."
Asked why the change was neces-
sary, he said, "...the mythology on
campus is that if you say the wrong
v.
thing that you can be charged by J- -'
Board. So we wanted toadd language
to the code that would ... make itclear
that the code was not aimed at aca-dem- ic
speech or discussions inclass."
What speech, then, was regulated
under the code? Speech, he said,
"which is directed to an individual or
group by a student or group of stu-
dents. It really has to be a hostile,
conflict
Kenneth Plusquellec,
However, to manyJewish families,
this explanation seems inexcusable.
Rob Martin 96 described the deci-
sion as being "inconsiderate"andsaid,
"We should be given thesame consid-
erations as other religions. They
wouldn't put Parents' Weekend over
Christmas or Easter."
Sharon Leventhal, mother of Josh
Leventhal "95, said that the decision
to hold Parents' Weekend over such
an important holiday is "an insult to
the Jewish student body and their
families." She explained her dissatis-
faction with the timing of events by
pointing out what she sees as hypoc-
risy on the part of the administration.
The College goes out of its way to
promote sensitivities to diversity and
this decision shows a shocking
lack cf sensitivity and appreciation to
other religions," she said.
Please see WEEKEND, page 2
aggressive kind of use of racially or
gender stereotypical slur."
Asked ifthis meantthatonly speech
directed at offending a fellow student
was prosecut-- "
able by the
board, he re-spond- ed.
That's right"
Dean of Stu-
dents Kenneth
Plusquellec.an
exofficiornem-- .
beroftheCoun--
cil,commented
on thejustifica-
tion torthe institutionof these restr
tions on student expression. "I think
the institution has felt that mere are
certain expectations which it has the .
right to establish, and that those are
related to how someone behaves in
the residence halls. ... Section K of
the code, which deals with harass-
ment, intimidation, etc, was put in
theretoaddress tlnsesiuuuoris where
individuals were acting in a way that
was nc respectful to their felkw stu-
dents." .: ... . ... ..
Otherparts of the code remain un-
changed, including the controversial
prohibition on "the display or use of
sytnbolspictures known through a
histcocal context tobe racially offen-- si
ve." Asked whythisbehaviorwould
merit sanction by the Judicial Board
even though it was not, as he said,
"directed to an individual or groupby
a student,"Hickey responded,! hon--
:fe)L.
esdycan"tanswerthatquestion. That's
not a section which the committee
looked at Clearly, all the other ex-
amples listed in the code are directed
at an individual or group, so that isthe
Forexample,if somebody decided
to put up a Confederate flag in their
room, that would be judged as a ra-
cially offensive symbol. That would
certainly be a more ambiguous act
than me other things described in the
Code."
Steven Kaelber '94 ofGeorgia dis-
agreed. He has flown the Georgian
state flag outside ofhis dorm room for
a good part of this year, and does not
fed that displays of the Confederate
flag are necessarily racist
Responding to theopinion that the
Confederate flag is a symbol "known
through a historical context to be ra-
cially offensive," Kaelber responds.
That's their opinion. U'sjustpartof
the Georgia flag, and it just sofcap-pen- s
that ithaspartof theConfederate
flag there."
5 Asked if he thought the display of
the Confederate battle flag to be by
itself a racial statement, Kaelber said,
"No, I don't think so." He further
cibserved thathe thought that students
from the South have aright to express
their heritage, as do students from
other backgrounds, and that such ex-
pressions ought not be restricted by
the College.
photo by BRITTANY BULLARD
Meet the Greeks with
cookout on the Quad
AO students were welcome at a general rush this past Sunday,
sponsored by the Inter-Gree- k Council on campus. Representatives
from the dubs and sections served hamburgers and botdogs on the
Quad in an effort to get to know other students. r'
Pate 2
News Briefs
NATIONAL
Women's groups are nntifiri with Clinton's heafth care plan, claiming
that k is jeopardizing the beafch of women. Parts of Clinton's plan limit the
number of times women can visit a physician far pelvic examinations. Pap
smears, and mammograms. There is also a great deal of debate as to whether
or not abortion wfll be included in the plan.
Clinton started his publicity campaign for NAFTA (North American Free
Track Agreement) on Wednesday. If this agreement ispassed.it will merge
370 million consumers in Mexico, Canada and the United States during a
fifteen-ye- ar span.
Housing and Urban Devetopment Secretary Henry Gsnerosshrt down an
all-wh- ite bousing project after nine African-Americ- an applicants were re-
jected The ctosing of the bccsmgprojea was (tone just b
rally in support of the all-wh- ite housing complex.
Two Oklahoma boys who shot and killed their father will not have charges
pressed against them.
INTERNATIONAL
Israel and Jordan signed a peace treaty Tuesday. Israel will be returning
small amounts of land won during the 1967 war to Jordan.
.
With these new peace treaties being signed among Arab countries and
Israel, it is hoped mat the progress will continue. If this occurs, there will be
dramatic changes within the map of the Middle East and yjS. policies in
relation to Mideast countries.
After being banned from United States soil for nineteen years, Yasser
Arafat came to the Uniied States this week. He is asking for both moral and
monetary support from the United States.
.
'
National and international news briefs compiled by KATE PETERSON
with information from USA Today
IPO Bulletin
To all students interested in study-in-g
abroad in either Great Britain,
Australia or New Zealand, Mike
Roberts, a representative from the
Institute for Study Abroad Butler
University, will be in Lowry lobby,
Monday, Sept 20 from 11 ajn. to 1
p.m. Roberts will introduce these
overseas possibilities available to stu-den- ts
of all majors.
This Program-of-the-We- ek table
win provide brochures, catalogs, ap-plicati- ons,
or answers to questions.
As always, the IPO in Hider House is
open Monday thron gh Friday ifyoo
Weekend
cortftnnfd from front page
Asked ifhe considered thedecision
to be hypocritical. Pnsqoeflec re-
sponded, "It is not hypocritical if
there are no other alternatives.''
Sheryl Horowitz, co-spon- sor ofthe
ffWgh SftFl" A,nrialinn xrimatM
that there are about 40 self--declared
Jewish stodents on campus.
Horowitz sympathized by saying,
"It's definitely inconvenient forany-on- e
ofJewish faith to have this week-
end over Yom Kippur."
Leventhal said, if the school is
"going to be sensitive to mmorines.
then it should be sensitive to Jewish
minorities.'
AMiough the school itself did not
Correction
The photographer listed with
pbctcgrapbs tor "Speak.Your MadT
want more information on this or
any other program. Do not hesitate
to stop by to set Dp an appointment.
Hope to see yoo soon.
incorporate into its weekend plans
any activities to recognize the Jewish
holiday, the Knesseth Israel Temple
is offering services Friday night and
Saturday.
A conflict remains, however, and
as a result of that conflict some par-
ents, like the Leventhals, wiUnotbe
attending Parent's Weekend.
"We're tony Cor the conflict," ac-knowledgedPlu- soellec.
DeanofFac-nh- y
Susan Figge stated that "future
scheduling would take this into con-
sideration."
Even though the administration
apologizes for the decision. Parents
Weekend still falls over Yom Kippur,
which Leventhal said, "is really unac-
ceptable."
was incorrect last week. The
IM,Ii flpfn WH peak m mnjTln . . .
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Rain damages dorms, offices
By UZ FUTERBAUGH
Two buildings on campus have
suffered damage due to rain flooding
from a heavy downpour two weeks
ago.
During a heavy downpour on Sept
2, rain flooded into the basement of-
fices of Galpin HalL according to
VicePrtsiamtofRnance BillSnoddy.
Due toaplugged drain on the roof, the
rainwater built up quickly and came
over the side ofthebuDding. It flowed
into astairwell and into the basement.
The carpets in that area were soaked
and took several days to dry, added
Snoddy.
"We've since corrected the prob-
lem on the roof," Snoddy said. He
said the drains on the roof were re-
routed, a change never made before,
and that Galpin has had no flooding
problems since.
The same downpour also caused
water to stream into two student dorm
rooms on the second floor of
Stevenson HalL Jeanne Dreibelbis
Geochemist analyzes oceans
By JUDY NICHOLS
Can studying seawater have practi-
cal applications?
.
Yes. said Phi Beta Kappa Visiting
Scholar Miriam Kastner, who deuV-eredalectureentitled"- The
History of
Seawater" Tuesday in Scovel HalL
Kastner is a professor of geochemis-tr- y
at the Scripps Institution ofOcean-
ography at the University of Califor-
nia in San Diego.
One practical application of study-
ing seawater, Kastner said, is better
understanding global changes that
have been taking place over the last
lew decades. It is possible to under-
stand global changes through a study
of seawater, she said, because an inti-ma- te
relationship exists between sea-
water and the atmosphere.
Kastner elaborated on this relation-
ship later m her kxture by examining
the contra itiaik.it of various gases in
both seawater and the atmosphere.
Although carbon dioxide u only the
fourth most concentrated gas in the
atmosphere, she said, it is the most
concentrated gas in seawater.
Kastner explained that carbon di-
oxide is easily absorbed by seawater.
After considering, however, that car-
bon dioxide levelshave increased dra-matica- Dy
in the atmosphere over the
last few decades, she posed the ques-
tionofwhether theocean is capable of
absorbing the increased amount of
95 saidaheavy leak soaked the floor
of the room she shares with Megan
Raff erty 95 in a matter of seconds.
"It k3d like someone had poured
a gallon of water on the floor,"
Dreibelbis said. "Wesoeked up twelve
towels before we called Security for
more towels."
Dreibelbis claimed the water came
in from the right-sid- e comer of their
roorn, "where the walls and the floor
meet," and they realized the leak must
also be in the room adjacent to theirs.
This room belongs to Ellen Russell
94, who was gone at the time.
"A resident assistant and I went in
her room and moved her bedding
away," Stevenson's Resident Direc-
tor Shelly Kay said. Russell, who
arrived borne an hour later, said water
from the left comer of her room had
soaked several of her rugs. Two rugs
had to be dry cleaned.
Dwayne Davis, director ofresiden-
tial life, claimed the water came not
from a leak in the rooms, but from a
clogged downspout that streamed
,
carbon dioxide.
Citing various
data, Kastner con-
cluded that the
ocean has ab
sorbed some of
the additional car--'
bon dioxide, but
.
not the full extra
amount. Realiz-mgthiscenditi- on.
Kastner said,
along with under-
standing the over-
all relationship
between seawater ""jtt -
and the atmo-
sphere, can lead
to a knowledge of
how toreverse the
global changes
that nave been
taking place.
Kastnersrefer-ence- s
to ftrKfir Kastner disensses
that spanned sev-
eral
during her lectare
fields pointed
up the interdisciplinary nature of her
subject Plate tectccncs.hypothermal
activity and the ptesence of isotopes
were all discussed by Kastner in rela-
tion to applications ofseawater study.
After erammmg the evap iTB ion of
water chemisny has not changed sig-nificaritlyf- crthe
last300rniHic)n years.
She said thai the surface temperature.
WANTED
Creative and energetic persons for the advertising staff for
The Wooster Voice.
If interested, please contact Mustafa Mohsia advertising manager,
ajxp. at X-36- 42, or campus box C-22-82.
water into an open window.
-
'Nothing in the room is at fault,"
Davis said. Xie of the downspouts
clogged up; we weren't aware of it."
RnsseH said that although her win-
dow, which is in the center of the
room, was open, nothing under it, nor
the wafls, were wet. Russell also said
she believes the College should pay
for the cost of her dry cleaning, and
hassubrmttedaproposaltotheOffxx
ofResidential Life.
"It's not the cost of the rugs, it just
shoukm'tbehappcning."RusseD said.
"I don't want this to go on all year."
Davis said the College will pay for
the damage only if they are found to
be negligent. "She knows we're look-
ing into it," he said. "She's assured
that it is being investigated."
Dreibelbis said mamtenancecame
Thursday and caulked the outside of
the building between the two rooms,
where they assumed there was a hole
in a drain pipe. Clinton Hofstetter,
director of the physical plant, was not
available for comment.
pfcotobyVflAH.
the Importance of seawater
Tuesday ka Scovel HalL
however, has become progressively
colder over the rniOennia.
Kastner said that the study of sea-
water has escalated over the last few
years, with the development of so-
phisticated nistnanentatjon and tech-nolog- y.
She pomted out that a study
of the history of seawater can be par-ticularrydif&- cult,
since the actual sea-
water from years ago is gone.
Greeks & Clubs
RAISEUPTOSljDOO"
IN JUST ONEJWEEKt ;-
For your Fraternity, Saority or
' Club. Plus S1J00O fcr yoorselfl
And a FREE T-SHI- RT just for
facing , ..
l-S00O-932-O-
528,exl.75.
WaosiER Insight
; Scheduling conflicts
ui.Woweo lake place this year on the weekend of Sept. 24-26-V
,1a scheduling the weekend, the College seems to have disregarded the
Jewish holiday of YomKippur. Has decision is insensitive to the needs of
Jewish students and inconsistent with the College's stated conunitment to
recognizing the needs of its diverse campus community.
Traditionally. Parents' Weekend falls in late October. Due to a lack of
sporting and cultural events, the weekend was moved to an earlier date, that of
YomKippur. This decision makes it impossible far some Jewish students,
faculty and parents to participatein Parents' Weekend. YomKippur, or Day
of Atonement, is not a time of celebration, but rather one of solemnity and
reflection, marked by prayer and fasting. Though the College should not be
expected torecognize everyJewish holiday. Yom Kippuristherriostimportant
to the Jewish faith.
Administrators must consider religinm m well as wuprbiinnvnt fvfnft in
scheduling. The College can encpnrage recognition of this important day by
according Yom Kippur the"diversity umbrella" on triecalendarofevratstrat
it uses to signify other multicultural holidays and events. We are taught the
importance of such diversity at Wooster. yet the College does not always
support its practice. More importantly, it symbolizes for the Wooster commu-
nity the general lack cf respect cf the Jewish fai
Accepting the difference
Lynne V. Cheney, the first speaker on the 1993-9-4 Wooster Forum,
presented viewpoints in her speech that differed in many respects from those
crfprcviousRrumspeakOTandrnanym la
the past, she presented viewpoints that were critical of the CoOege itself.
The College is to be applauded for bringing Cheney's different perspective
to the campus and to First-Ye-ar Seminar. The WcosterForum has commenced
wimquiteadiffercntfocusthm
open atmosphere for the cliscussion of varying ideological positions.
Alsomccctrasttoprevious years, the st and omen in the
audience are tobe comrnended. Theirrespect fbrCheney'sopintonsdisplayed
the maturity of the audience and its fair consideration of her ideas.
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Letters
Knowledge and power in the classroom
Last Thursday Ihad the orpcrtunity
to ask Lynne Cheney the following
question following her speech on
knowledge and power "You speak
about the trend in education to
politkazethedassroom as something
new and you make reference to the
groupof professorswhowere educated
during the 1960'sasbemgthe primary
cause of mis change in discourse. Is
it not true that education, especially in
America, has always had a political
agenda, even if it was hidden?'
Unfortunately, a student had already
'asked a similar question, so Ms.
Cheney's response was to tell me so.
I men inquired, "If has"been argued
that there has always been a political
agenda in education and now that the
agenda is changmg,uV)se who adhere
to the old agenda fear their ideologies
are being uprooted. Please respond to
--
'
"this. -
"Iwould like tooffermy opinion on
the trendin education today. Currently
I see a lot ofprofessors who, through
years and years of research and with
entirecapers devoted to one particula-field- ,
are arriving atapoint where they
are (to borrow from a childhood story)
standing back, pointing, and saying,
'Hey, everybody the emperor is
wearing no clothes!' The Fust-Ye- ar
Seminar theme this year is not only
knowledge and power, but also adds
the third dimension of responsibility.
Is it not morally responsible for
professors to share their knowledge,
even if it offends somepeople? Is that
not what the Russian scholar Palous,
to whomyouref erred,wasdoingwhen
he was forced out of the university
because of his teachings and when he
later set up 'flat seminars' in his
apartment? Should the responsibility
to share the knowledge one possess
ever stop, even if it goes against the
norm?"
Yes, it is easy now to think of things
I should have said, but the fact is that
it is now too late to get Ms. Cheney's
input on the role of responsibility as it
pertains to knowledge. I completely
agreewithMs. Cheney about the power
professors possess over students, and I
admit that I have seen instances in
which a student was harshly criticized
for differing with a professor's
viewpoint. However, when a student
makes a contradictory statement in
It was M
X would K
1M it bebWi
Yi2vtrKi H SO
WtucV of- -
--rVtAiMc "find
e par KiVic speb
class, rie or she shouM beprepared to
defend bisor her argument,whik the
professor should ensure that only the
argument, and not the student's
character, is being criticized. Only
thiskirriofkriowledgeabk discourse
can lead toastimularing exchange of
ideas.
From distortions of history, such
as the claiming of the discovery of
America by the white race, to the
detennination made over who even
has been permitted to participate in
theeducauouU process, theevidence
I have seen so far indicates that
education always has had a political
agenda in our country. Since Ms.
Cheney offered me no contradictory
evidence, I am inclined to maintain
myposition. The ideaofa professor-a- n
individual with so much time
derotedtotrrajrsuacfknowledge
not sharing his or her discoveries or
ideas with students out of fear of
offending another person's political
beliefs only illustrates irresponsible
education.
DENISE BRODA '96
Have an opinion? 'Voice" it!
We want to know. --
This space is for you.
Send your letters to the editor (Box C-318- 7)
Pare 4" ' Tin: T76Q3TE3 Vqjcs VnnTfroirns SeptttsSXr 17, 1533 -
7e searchfor truth: whereignorant armies clash
mthemidnmeteerjmcenr.te
in Dover Beadr
--Je worif, wMcJk seems
To lie before us hie a landofdreams.
So various, so beautiful, so mew
Hath neither jay, nor love, nor tight.
Nor certitude, nor peace, nor helpforpain;
And we are here as on a darkling plain
Swept with corfused alarms ofstruggle andflight.
Where ignorant armies clash by nighL
Poised as we are on the beginning of a new mffleminm.
Arnold's description
CHARLES KAMMEam SjSnSfiS
V. Cheney, who did her
doctoral dissertation on Matthew Arnold, drew aoenrion to the
academic debate over whether, m the corjfuskM that surrounds
us. there is a Truth to be pursued. Ironically, this student of
Arnold ercouraged the pursuit ofTrnth in what she described as
a colore of relativism and cynicism. As someone who also
advocates this difficult ondertaldng,Iwasleftwimteimcom-fortabl- e
feeling that for Cheney, Truth remains a consoling
abstraction used to drvertanminn away from the hard troths that
really confroraus way toprotect privilege fo
its critics.
Troth is not easy to uncover. As rallies and dncsoi mi uvaorrists
know, self-intere- st often hides under the cloak of Troth, and
cuhurally accepted truths often made the social kxation of the
powerful. Existing truths must be crammed, criticized, shown
forwbattheyare.Likethechidmtbe
Clothes," we must see if, in fact, established Truth is naked. But
such criticism is only a beginning, a clearing away of the old so
the new. can be built, a separation of the good of the past from its
harmful accretions.
Wim the foundations cleared we must again begin to pursue
the Truth, together, cxtOecuvely. And here we discover that the
pursuit of Truth is not nearly as comforting as Lynne Cheney
suggests. Rather, the pursuit is more like that described by
Gandhi: "-t- ruth has to be told, however hard and unpopular it
may appear tobe for the nxment'Bnt, as he goes ontosay.The
way of peace is the way of Truth. Truthfulness is even more
important than peacefulncss.Wr
risiea is satisfying, giving us a sense of moral superiority and
satisfaction, fckavestte
frffS m from thf rsV r trnmirmntt tfv mnch harder laA of
construction, it ultimately leaves m immersed m the despairing,
powerless state of cynicism.
Allow rne to suggest where Truth begins to lead us.T
simple, nor is it the work of any one person or group. While
suspicion, criticism, and iirvestigation must always remain part
of the process, still, there is much we can know. What we will
discover, however, is mat many of these troths are very unpleas-
ant. It is perhaps easier to proclaim Truth's relativity, than to
admit the harsh reality with which Truth confronts us. Some of
these troths we can know from careful observation of the world
around us. A few such truths include the following:
1. The affluent (us) are only a small percentage of the world's
population. 2. The vast majority of humankind fives m poverty,
their daily existence a painful struggle to survive. 3. The gap
between the rich and poor is growing. 4. The earth has limited
resources and a limited capacity to absorb poflntinn. 5. We are
fast approaching those limits and the envuoraneraal and societal
catastrophe entailed in exceeding those limits. 6. War and
violence remain a regular, vicious part of hnman history. 7. The
United States, the richest of all nations, is either unable or
unwilling to end the suffering of the 15-2- 0 of its own
population that lives in poverty.
Other truths seem evident, but are not as easily subjected to
- empirical verification.
LWhikconmiunism has collapsed inEastern Europe, capital-
ism, too, ism oisis, no tooger a viabk way to cr
economies. While it has brought unrjrecedentedwealmtoafew,
little benefit to many, and increased suflermg to others, has, in
theprocess, been slowly destroying the rdanet that sustains us aH.
It has no serious proposals for ending human suffering while
respecting environmental limits.
2. The profound urihappiness of people in the United States
evidenced in high suicide rates, vkflerjcc, drug and alcohol tisy
depression, high rates of mental illness and the widespread
collapse of interpersonal relationships, disproves the clam
material consumption and affluence bring happiness, the central
claims on which our economic system is founded.
Stillother troths are moral truths, hard to verify empbicaDy.yet
central to the sensitivity that makes us human, and cue precepts
.
. m . . w- m- j .
ityof such truths is to surrender to a moral relatrvism that reduces
which the powerful always win and thepowerless are condemned
to endless suffering. These moral truths must certainly contain the
foltojteng:
1. The proclamation of the equal worth of all persons.
2. The right of all persons to the basic resources and social
conditions necessary for survival and human development.
. 3. The assertion that the needs of the suffering take precedence
over the wants of the affluent.
4.Therightoffiiturcgeneratiro
and contains the resources necessary for human well-bein- g.
5. The reagnition that radical inequalities in power are im-
moral.
- 6. That it is fundamentally unjust for some to five in unprec-
edented affluence while others are denied life's necessities.
Other claims might be added to the above. Some of the above
might need some qiwlifiratinn. Nevertheless, these represent aa
important basis on which we can build. They provide a direction
for our fives and a purpose for education. They highlight what we
rjeed to laxwt what questions we rnust ask, how we r
knowledge responsibly. The tasks are formidable. How do we
create more just economic and political sysienis? Ifconsumption
and affluence do not produce human happiness, what does? How
can we reduce violence? What systems ofproduction are en viron-mental- ly
sustainable? How do we create conditions where joy,
love, and peace can flourish?
The authors of Beyond the Limits: Confronting Global CoL
lapse Envisioning a SusutinabU Future, conclude an exhaustive
'
study of environmental limits and human possibility with the
following remarks:
"It is difficult to speak of or to practice love, friendship,
generosity, understanding or solidarity within a system whose
rules, goals and information streams are geared for lesser bumaa
qualities. But we try, and we urge you to try . Seek out and trust
in the best human instincts in yoirselfand everyone. Itjo
believe yourself. . .... . .....
Charles Kammer III, associate professor ofreligious studies.
will speak Monday. Sept. 20, aspart of
the Wooster Forum Series
Increases in tuition burden international students
Surelyeach one ofus is familiarwith theextra
money that one has to pay each year, as one
rrx7vcsfromcoelevdofk7Xwleok3thene
and the letter from President Copeland that
announces this increase.
Every year, the Board ofTrustees determines
the rate of increase in fees for the following
academic year. This decision is based on the
rate of in--
CHTTRALEHKA ZUTSHI flatioa.theamount of
money in the College's endowment fund and
the amount the College has to extend towards
student financial aid to make up for the cutback
in federally-funde- d aid programs.
Even though this shows that the increase in
fees is inevitable, its adverse effects en students,
especially internationals, need to be pointed
out
First of all, though students are expected to
pay several hundred dollars more than they
expected (in spite of President Copdands let-
ter, k does corneas a shock), their financial aid
does not go up proportionately to this increase.
It is insensitive to assume that an international
student will be able to come up wim the in-
creased anxx and trie inevitable increase the
following year.
.
This not only poses a problem for students
who rely on their parents, who often have to sell
their assets to pay for their children's educa-
tion, but it is also a grave problem for those
studenawhohaveiopay theirown waythrough
college, if not entirely, at least a significant
portion of k. And Wooster has a lot of such
Furthermore, the financial aid of these sta-den- ts,
as is the case with everyone, is deter-
mined on the basis of their family's financial
situation, not their own. Therefore, simply
frfftv their family's r"awf'a1 FTvrirw has
not changed, their finan-
cial aid is not increased.
What is not taken into
account is that the stu--
dena' own financial situ-
ation has taken a turn for
the worse became they
have to pay an extra amount that may not be
easy to earn over a summer.
dents do stay on in the United States over
breaks and the summer to earn enough money
to meet their financial requirements, only to
discover that they have to pay more than they
expected. They spend their summers juggling
two to three jobs and raining in SO to 60,
sornetimes a staggering 70 hours of work, at a
time which is supposed to be for relaxation
Many of these students have no orher alter-nati- ve
but to transfer out ofWooster since they
are not even eligible for loans. Perhaps Wooster
does not need students who cannot pay for its
various fadlities,butit should not lose sight of its
responsibility towards its own students in times
ofperiL Interriaticnal students axne a long way
from home to study in a country they perceive as
being the land erf opportunity.
The least the College can do is to give them an
cyyoruaMtytocarryonthCTlearm
instead of having to move from one place to
another because of their inability to
- college costs. It will not
Many ofthese students have
mother alternative but to
transfer out ofWooster. . .
do ifthecollege loses its
dedicated students to
other' schools which
may have the same
facilties as Wooster.
After the pains the Col-
lege takes to attract a large international student
body, it doesn't seem to make much sense to let
them go simply because they cannot pay ever
increasing costs.
Some of these students also work during the
school year to clear their debts to the College.
Again, they work the maximum number ofhours
that they are allowed as international students.
What kind of academic standard does the
College hope to achieve if its students are toiling
during the school year to pay the extra amount,
when they should be in the library doing their
studying?
Another factor which needs to be taken into
account as far as international students are con-
cerned is trdeperidingen the exdiange rate of
the international students currency to thedoDar.
the fees increase may mean a lot more to them
than to an American student.
Although it would be impossible to take the
daily shifts in exchange rates into account while
aQoting financial aid to students, their financial
aid can be revised annually on the basis of
exchange rates. Abo, there should be an emer-
gency fund that can be counted on in case of a
sudden collapse in their countries' economic
situtation.
The only way I see the College helping with
the increasing costs of attending ft, is through
revisions in financial aid. The Financial Aid
Office should take individual cases into account
while aDoting financial aid on an yearly basis.
After all, students are not merely numbers at
Wooster, and they should not be treated as such.
If international students have genuine prob-
lems with the payment of their fees due to the
annual increase, the Financial Aid Office cannot
turnacoUshcvldatothem. It should help them
wim either loans, inforrnation oferidowedsch
arships they are eligible for andor help in the
form of increased financial aid. ,
,
.
ChitralehkaZutshiis an editorial writer
for theydiet
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Imprpyed
witn alternati
By NAT MISSILDINE
Turn your dial to 90.9 FM and
you may find something much
different from what you expected.
WCWS. The College of Wooster's
one and only radio station, has made
some significant changes since last
year.
"Basically, we're starting from
scratch." said Megan Goldman "95,
head of news reporting at the station.
Starting over seems to be a major
theme at the radio station mis year.
The staff has gone through a
"revamping," with entirely new
management. There are currently
twenty-tw- o new DJ's on the line staff
as opposed to only nine last year.
Program Director of Music Dan
Laun"94 stated "It's an excellent line
staff, and probably the most
interestingchange which has occurred
this year." .
Along with the new people,
WCWS has created a new station
policy on what is played and said on
the station. It is required now that all
DJ's take Radio Workshop 101,
involving hands on experience
training, in order to receive a license
to goonfhe any --z;:- - - i
''nferecing'ficensed' has
made the station more professional,"
Goldman said.
As a result, both the managers
and DJ's agree mat WCWS has
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Swiping around the country
A comparison ofcardkey systems at other schools
By ZACH VEILLEUX
By now you'd have to be living
in a pretty deep closet not to know
about the new card key locks installed
in Kenarden, Holden and Wagner.
Those ofyou who are still asking why
the back of your ID has a hole black
stripe on ft should probably just stop
reading right now.
Once again, Wooster is not on
the forefront of technology. Many
other universities have had similar
systems for a while now, and with all
the talk going on about whether or not
ours is any good, a quick comparison
withacouple ofother schools seemed
pertinent.
Duke University has the same
"card swipe" system that is used here
at Wcoster, and has been using it for
approximatelyfouryears now. Lowell
Adlrins, manager of the Duke Card
Office, says mat although it was an
expensive system to install, over the
long run it has been cost effective
because of the money they saved by
not replacing locks every timeakey is
lost He says that student response to
the system has been mostly favorable.
WCWS rocks Wooster
sound
1
- 1 V -
-
' r . . - x - - v -
Radio personality Dan Lam 94 mans the controls during his DJ shift
at WCWS.Laun is the program director for music at th station.
become much more rrmvjA and
made the right choice in adopting a
more structured format, playing
alternative musicduring the weekdays
and a wide variety of music styles
during theweekend. There havebeen
many more promotions and perhaps
mostnotably the station wasconnected
and ready to broadcast the week mat
classes began. This was much earlier
than in previous years, a feat which
amazed most upperclass members of
the radio station staff.
butits effectiveness is reallydependent
on student and administrative support, --
to prevent "tailgating" and other
counter-producti- ve activities.
As for the part of the system that
records entries, he says, 1 don't re-
ally care when Susie came home form
her music lesson." He's more inter-
ested in those who were denied ac-
cess, so thathe can work wim residen-
tial life staff to try lo identify arivbody
who might be repeatedly trying to
gain entry.
PrincetonUniversityhasalsohad
a card key system for four years now.
Unlike our "swipe" system,Princeton
has chosen a "proximity reader"
system which can read cards through
wallets and clothing, requiring
students only to go near the sensor.
Students have come to refer to this '
affectionately as the "fanny check."
Before they installed this system,
exterior dormitory doors were kept
open twenty-fo- ur hours a day. Now
they lock entrances between 9 pjn.
and 7 am. Bill Devall, Crime
Prevention Officer at Princeton, says
they have noticed a decrease in the
number of thefts and in the number of
sensations
photo by BETH GOLDSTEIN
Laun said of the"new" station "I
wanted to see these changes since I
wasafirst-yea- r, we areallreallyhappy
with it"
This seems to be a general
response from not just the
management, but also first-ye-ar DJ's
with no previous experience with any
radio station. WCWS has ironed out
some of its problems and has
sharpened its image. So set yourradio
to 90.9 FM; you may be pleasantly
surprised. -
suspicious persons hanging around in
dorms.
Although it has been somewhat
effective, Devall said"It's not
completely fool-proof- ." AtWooster,
too.the ultimate success ofthe system
still depends on the studentsand they
still - have problems with
"piggybacking," and with students
propping doors open.
When Princeton's system was first
installed, students found it to be an
unpleasant adjustment There was
some vandalism of the equipment,
but by its second year, the students
accepted the security system and it
simply became a way of life.
As for the privacy issue, Devall
said they have a policy not to even
look at theentry time database except
to locate doors in need of mainte-
nance, or in emergencies. Most of the
time it goes untouched. Devall
stressed that it is not their intention to
find outwhat time pecplecome home.
Wooster is not Princeton nor is it
Duke. Only time will tell how well
our new security system will function,
but systems like seems to be working
elsewhere.
A day: at tfte fair , .
Sights and smells from one of
Wayne County's premier events
By LIZ PUTERBAUGH
The smells, of course, are always
overwhelming. If you remember
anything about fairs, you remember
the smells mat hit you before you
even arrive. And notjustmepungent,
hovering stench of freshcow sheep
horse manure, but good smells (I am
ignoring those odd few out there
who happen to think cow dung smells
pretty good)-BB- Q smoke, roasting
hotdogs, sugary cotton candy-wafti- ng
on the breeze.
Inhaling deeply, I waited for me
trafficcoptonxxionusacxossLiberty
Street, surprised atmy excitement to
be entering the Wayne County Fair,
Tdbeen to fairs before, and not only
as a child. Only two weeks earlier, I
had attended the StarkCounty Fair in
my hometown ofCanton,but itmade
no real impression on me, except for
the pushing crowds, not, dusty,
unremarkable exhibits, and farm
equipmentand farm animals inevery
direction.
Right away, I realized the Wayne
County Fair, for some reason, was
different. Oh, it had similar traits,
particularly in the farm department.
After my boyfriend and Ipaid our $2
admissions, we were confronted on
our left with the longest line ofJohn
Deere tractors I have ever seen-n-ot
that my experience with any kind of
tractcr is irnprcssive-a- nd after several
minutes of walking, we were still
arnongstrange contraptions like "pea
viners" and "potato cultivators." But
as I looked around in the falling
dusk, the neon lights of the fair rides
in the distance, I realized the
difference I felt was in the
atmosphere. .
Blizzard of78 a killer
By AMANDA JUNKIN
In our bi-wee- kly feature on past
Voice articles, we would like to share
some interesting events mat were
printed over the 110 years history of
the newspaper. Here is his week's
installment. . "r -
In 1934, over three-fourt- hs of the
first-ye- ar women and men did not
attend dances because theydidn'thave
dates, according to a letter published
in the November 1, 1934 edition of
the Voice. To remedy this problem,
the letter suggested that the paper
either shouklnin apersonal sectionor
the College should form some type of
dating bureau to "help those bashful
souls who have not yet met the right
person." The letter urged first-ye-ar
men to "ask some girl you know that
doesn'thave many engagements for a
The grounds were actually clean.
with evidence of well-care- d for
greenery. There were large trees and
grass, and I wasn t once choked by
swiiimgdustckHids. And thepeople,
I thought, as I looked at the little old
couple ambling along in front of us
holding hands, wazelaxccL People
smiled at each other as they passed,
and didn't shove and jostle in lines
for Yaco's foodor theHankWilliams
Jr.souvenkstand(which waspacked,
by the way). Kids were having a
great time in the large kiddie play
area, complete with bumper cars, a
Super Slide, a merry-go-roun- d, and
pony rides. I myself was impressed
with the huge Red Gaiter Saloon
funhouse. (But I eventually tore
myself away-t-he other lads were
starting to complain).
Even the animals seemed happy.
Their stalls seemed larger and more
open than those at the Stark County
Fair, at which I remember I got
depressed after viewing the chicken
coops, where there were four or five
pathetic, pecking chickenscrammed
into small, square wire cages. At the
Wayne County Fair, we scratched
the noses of black-face-d sheep and
watched a little girl walking a large
cowaroundmacircle. Unfortunately,
Irealizedaslkxiked at the program,
we had missed the 6 pm Beef
Breeding Show-perha- ps that wasn t
so unfortunate, actually.
As we left, each licking an ice
cream cone, I wondered, was it just
my frame of mind, or did I truly
perceive a happier, relaxed, small-
town atmosphere to the Wayne
County Fair? I had always assumed
fairs were fairs. At least the smells
were the same.
. .
date. You don't have to spend money
onher.andyoumaymeetakeengirL"
This letter also encouraged first-ye-ar
women to take a second look at those
shy guys standing around campus. It
advised them to "let your own tongue
loosen up a little, go half-wa- y, and
watch him jump the other half."
Did you know that the weather was
actually fierce enough to close down
the College? On January 26, 1978 a
blizzard that Gov. James A. Rhodes
called "the greatest disaster in Ohio
history" hit the state. The February 3,
1978 edition of the Voice reported
that across the state, factories,
businesses, and schools were shut
'down as 80 MPH winds swept over
thejirea, drifting already large i
accumulations ofsnow. MayorRobert
please see HISTORY, page 6
Page 6
CD-RO- M technology brm& oast new
capabilities to Ae desktop. Vbid is why, toon.
more and more computers WJ include a CD-RO- M
drive. Buy one, andyou Yt making an
investment that m2 lastyou vet into thefuture.
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Alumni building renovation near completion
By MEREDITH SFUNGIN
So you're beading down Bcall
Avenue on yew weekly shampoo run
to DrugMart. You notice the big
whue building on the right the one
that looks lie it might be apart of the
College, or just some big old boose.
You wonder what it is. If you asked
around campus you'd get all sorts of
rumors. Some say it is the old music
depBrtmembuilding. others might tell
you it's a residence hall, and a few
have even thought it to be a funeral
home!
That last rumor can be put to rest
But the others were true at one point.
It did have something to do with the
music department and it did bouse
students. So what is it now?
It is currently being renovated and
basbeearecendyienatnetf'TheGault
Alumni Center.1 When completed, it
win bouse Alumni Relations and
Development It win also be used fir
Alumni receptions and meetings.
The structure itself was built in
1903 by a man named Henry Clay
Frick and was used as a private
residence. It was passed on to John
and Marie Overbold and then on to
John D. Overbold, who is a 1907
alumnus of the College. In 1941 Mr.
Overbold donated it to the College.
This is where the rumors got their
start. In 1942,itbecame Merz Hall for
Music which housed the center for
music until 1987. Then, after the
completion of Shade Music Center,
it became a residence hall, Students
lived there from 1987 until the fall of
1992, when the renovations were
started.
This year during Homecoming the
building wiUbe finishedand officially
dedicated as theGault Alumni Center.
Stanley Gault is the Chairman of the
Board ofTrustees of the College and
contributed to the renovation effort.
There win be more information about "
the dedication ia the list of
Homecoming events.
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The ahmri boHding wi3 be dedicated as the Ganlt Alnmnl Center hi
honor of Stanley Gault, Chairman of the Board ofTntfeesofthe
CoDfge. The dedkatkm wCl be held Homecoming weekend.
So cross thatoTyour list ofhousing you graduate, think about stopping by
. possibilities for next year.and give up now and then. And m the meantime
your search for the hearse. But after enjoy the walk to DrugMart
Andyou thought rock'n'roll
History
continued from page 5 :
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P. Slype declared a local state of
emergency for Wooster and closed all
businesses and institutions, urging
people to stay borne. The high winds
hadblocked many of (he roads leading
out of the city, making travel to and
from Wooster impossible, A portion
of a Ramada Inn was torn away and
scattered over thedeserted downtown.
National Guard troops were activated
for snow removal and to rescue the
stranded. But these actions had not
been enough. On Friday, President
Carter declared a federal state of
emergency. The National Guard and
U.S. Army operated 40 helicopters
throughout Ohio to deliver needed
supplies and to rescue the injured.
Nearly 15,000 homes had been
witfxx heat and electricity and 5,700
motorists had been stuck in their
automobiles. The final tolls of this
storm included3 1 deaths, $25 million
in state money, and losses as great as
$48 million for Ohio farmers.
WOO UL0 JL1L lULlA,JLJ U10,A.
could add toyour room.
Interactive programs on CD-RO- M
cover every subject from politics to physiology.
And Ibey mcorporole sound, animation, mux
and ixieo dips. So ordinary topics become
more 'exc&wfc vwolvtng and relevant.
Because a str& CD-RO- M disc stores more
information tban 500 loppy disks, you'll be able lo
instantn access encrdopedtas, actionanes and
externa databases aU vitb Ibedtck ofa mouse
Bringyour papers, projects andpresentations to
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of type fonts-- aU avaM)ie on CD-RO- M.
bu still want rock V roll? Plug in a pair of
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weile hsterang to your Javorm music.
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T.M.B.G.J Pere Uto reck the mght in Wooster
Bj JENNIFER CAMPANA .
Hie time has finally come. They
Might be Giants will be arriving in
Wooster tomorrow for the long
awaited Party on theGreen. PereUbu
is the opening band for T.MJB.G. and
they will start the show at8
pjn. Botn Dands nave
drawn exceptionally large
audience on their tour thus
far. Each is distinct in its
sound, creating a nice vari-
ance in performance. -
Pere Ubu, a Cleveland- -.
based group, has been per-formi- ng
for over eighteen years and
still maintains the original ideals of
the band as they were set in 1974.
Pere Ubu has always endeavored to
keep a clear vision of what real rock
ought E be, creating original pieces
that have a seminal mflomce. The
quirky "Story ofmyLife," PereUbu'a
new release fix 1993, exemplifies the
band's adherence to originality. The
album appears on the band's new
label. Imago. Lead singer David Tho-
mas' moans, cries and whoops com-
pliment many of the compositions
witnin this album. Many of the songs
in "Story of My Life" have a laconic
sound that is skillfully played up with
the use of metaphorical meaning.
guitar and glasses, and John Linnell,
vocalist, on accordian and sax. Per-
forming with them on tour are Tony
Maione on bass, Kurt Hoffman on
keyboard and sax, Steven Bernstein
on the trumpet, and Brian Doherty, a
formermemberof the Silos,on drums
"Lead singerDavid Thomas' moans,
cries and whoops compliment many of
the compositions wthin this album
I'StoryofmyhfeV
and the glockenspiel.
TALBXj. have toured in Japan
twice, made numerous trips to Eu--
rope, and consistently tour through-
out the United States. The group is ,
currently on their September tour in
support of their latest release, "Why --
Does the Sun Shine?" This song was s
originally from a 19S9 educational
record called "Space Songs." This
CD also features a tribute song to
southern rock with the group cover-
ing the Allman Brothers hit "Jessica."
-- They Might Be Giants will travel
directly from their Cincinnati stop to
perform at The College ofWooster.
They will menbe heading on toplaces
such as North Carolina, Georgia, and
These tunes win be aaawakening -- Tennessee to perform at Vanderbeh.
introduction to the long aiuod: f r Diat-A-Song-Serv- ice, created forThey Might Be Giants, originally the loyal followers of T.MJJ.G., is a
fromBrooklyn, New York, have been
touring smce the spring of 1992. Their
current line up features John
Flansburgh, vocalist, also on electric
regular charge call thatpreviews new
and unreleased songs. It is the tenth
anniversary of this service. It attracts
callers from all over the country who
are interested in updating their cur-
rent collection of T.MJ3.G. hits.
In 1990 TMB.G. won the MTV
Breakthrough award for their video
"Istanbul (NotConstantinople)." This
is one of ten videos they have made.
TJVtB.G's success was prominent in
Britian in 1990 as well.
when they hit the top ten
national charts with
"Birdhouse In .Your
SouL" Tbebandalsohas
an urxxirning Elektra al
bum featuringbrand new
I songs including "Spy"
and "The Sun," coming
out around New. Year's Day.
TJAB.G. has released nine albums
since 1986 and theyhave continued to
grow in their musical skill with every
new release.
Flansburgh and Linnell have had
numerous television appearances, in-
cluding three interviews on David
Letterman, two Tonight Show ap-
pearances, and a debut on the Today
Show.
TMB.G.'smusicalflavoris unique
with the wide array of instruments
usedinaU oftheir songsand they have
tttamedhighreccintion forLmnelTs
talent, playing the accordian. The
lyrics are somewhat bizarre and hu-
morous with a passion felt for the
world around them. Together with
TAtB.Gi opening band, Pere Ubu,
the Wooster campus will echo sounds
of intense musical talent this Satur-
day.
Compiled with information from
The Hornblow Group USA. Inc.
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John Flansburgh and John Linnell of the band They Might Be Giants,
featured with only several of the many instruments they play. This --
artsyjew York band has a style aO its own. Between the comedy and
the accordian, nothing more original has ever come to the Wooster
campus.
Special Note:
They Might Be Giants discography and records:
1993 "Why Does the Sun Shine"
1992 "Apollo 18"
1991 "Miscellaneous T"
1990Tlcod"
1989 They'll Need a Crane"
1988 Uncom"
1987 "Don't Let's Starr"
1987 "Hotel Detective"
1986 They MightBe Giants" -
WCWS Live Interviews
WCWSwttlttUve interview wi&Thty Might Be Glantt
and their opening bandPere Ubu betweenSwpjiL and
7.-0-0 pjn, on Scstrday before the concert
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Recital ffeafiuuTies! seew compos JllUUUUlllCr
Chair ofWooster's music department,
a ragtime composer andpianist - -
By ANNA K. too UNWERTH
This weekend, faculty member
Brian Dykstra will perform 38 origi-
nal compositions not yet publicly
heard. These pieces are part of a
collection of 1 60 pieces which are the
products of the composer's year long
leave from The College of Woostcr.
The pieces thai are being performed
have been chosen for the complexity
and level of skill which they demon-
strate.
Although Dykstra himself is hesi-
tant to classify his own music, this
collection can be defined as classical.
Some may find these works to be a
deviation from the traditional rags he
is known for.
When asked what his influences
were in creating these compositions
Dykstra said that though he recalls no
conscious detectable influence in his
style, others may bear French com-
poser Messiaen or Russian composer
Shostakovich. The pieces being per-
formed, however, should provide a
good cross section in the varied style
of the compoa&n recent acTrrnpiish-ment- s.
Says Dykstra, "I think it is
music that irfkcti my familiaritywith
keyboard music of the past three cen-turie- s."
Dykstra wiS begin bis program
with a series ofeleven etudes of vari
New gospel clioiir
BY ANDY DUKES
If, when strollingby Scheide Music
Center some Monday night, you hap-
pen lo hear a different approach to the
gospel music coming from within.
ous levels ofdifficulty. These studies
challenge the musician in every as-
pect of his performance including
evenness, mekxlyprojection,staccato
and legato arpeggios and chords, syn-
copation and note repetition. Brian
Dykstra' j goal in composing these
etudes was to create sornething pleas-
ing to the listener, while at the same
time helpful to the pianist -
. The next portion of his program
was inspired by the composer's visit
Mil, Kentucky. The Shakers are
a denomination of the Quaker reli-
gion which was established in 18th
century England. These composi-tion- s
are a series, in three movements,
ofauthentic Shaker melodies towhich
Dykstra has added his own harmoni-zatiensandpianisticfigurati- ons.
Next
the composer will present his
"Sonatina in F,"a piece which main-
tains the characteristics of the classi-
cal sonatina while at the same time,
manifesting syncopated jazzy
rhythms.
In the series of six 'Inventions"
which are next on the program.
Dykstra has taken the traditional in-
vention (those reminiscent of Bach,
for example) and given them Jazz
orientation. They are put 10 synco-
pated rhythms for a more modern
sound.
don't be surprised. The Gospel Choir
has a new director, Joyce Mason, and
her unique musical style is attracting
many students.
"It's a new challenge,' Mason said
of her new position. "I've never
j ; t
phoio by BETH GOLDSTEIN
Joyce Mason, the new gospel choir director sets the pace oa a new piece
the choir will be pa funning at their first concert.
V;1n
'w -
Compoaer-pfamf- ct Brian Dykstra wU
V Dykstra will conclude his program
with "Five Concert Etudes" which
are the inertdissert scending pieces
on the program. The concert will be
director
worked with college students before,
I've always worked with high
schools.'' .
Mason has had plenty of
experience in both singing
and teaching. At the age of At the
three, the was kicked out of kickedher church choir because the
adults thought she sang too because
welL She grew op sur-
rounded
too
by the influence of
gospel and began to teach
muskmtbeBig Red school system in
SteubenviDe,Gtuo.
- Her husband, a Baptist minister,
transferred to Friendship Baptist
Church in Massulon and she got ajob
' teaching to Wooster. She is currently
the vocal music director for Wooster
- City Schools, teaching middle and
high school levels. Mason is also
minister of music at Friendship Bap-ti-st
Church.
We reviewed the tapes and videos
ofperformances ofall thecandidates,''
Josephine Wright of the music depart-
ment said, "and we deemed she was
the best"
Mason isreplacing William Wright,
who had been the Gospel Choir direc-
tor for over five years. He had been
commuting from Columbus, and de
present a redtal oa September 17,
performed twice, the first time
night, Sept. 17, at730pjn. and again
on Sunday Sept. 19, at 4 pjn. Both
concerts are being held at Gauh Re--
enters the scene
cided to resign from the Choir to
devote more time to other work and a
criildrcn'svcJunieerprogram in which
age ofthree, Mason was
out ofher church choir
the adults thought she sang
well
be actively participated. Although
the students regret the loss of the
former director, they are impressed
with Mason.
"She's great, she knows her stuff,"
Sunny-Mar- ie Birney 94 said. When
asked to compare the two directors,
she said'They'redifferent.but they're
both good, I wouldn't corrrpare them.
They have different styles."
"The fcadrr isdetenriined and dis-
ciplined. The class ispretty focused,"
said student Ray Banks "95. "With
the new teacher, I don't think there's
a decrease in number as significant as
I thought."
Overall, Mason is satisfied with
the group's performance thus far.
"The future is open," she said. "We
just want to do the best we can where
2
phoio provided by NEWSSERVICES
and 19 at Ganlt Recital HaH y ; ' -
cital Hall in Scheide. A&nisskmia ?
fixe.
. CcmpUcdwi&irtfonnationfrom
News Services.
we can.
Mason has a following from her
Wooster High School music classes.
These studentscome on Mon- -
day nights to take part in the
Gospel Choir. The Gospel
Choir is open to students at
Wooster High School, mem-
bers of the cornmuniry, and
the staff and faculty of the
College.
MarkZickefcose,astudent
of Mason's class at Wooster High
School, "I'm enjoying the class. I
think shesdoingagreatjob."he said.
"I think she's having as much fun as I
am.
Deb Staff, a secretary in the Physi-
cal Education Center and part-tim- e
smdent at the College of Wooster is
also taking the class,
"I think she's wonderful, she has a
beautiful voice," Staff said. "She has
a calming influence on us. I like her
style."
The Gospd Choir is open to every-
one. It includes students mat have
been involved with music for many
years as well as those just awakening
to their interest These rehearsals
bringouttheenrhiisiasrcspankamong
the students.
,3etcjBbjx Hi 1593
WCWS CD REVIEW
By GRAIG MEYER
It's difik to rinrximt just what
makes Matthew Sweet's music tug at
an the right strings, bat its universal,
rock-tari- ng attitude makes it appeal-ta- g
to connoisseurs and FM-radi- o
junkies alike. -
"Altered Beast," ms fcurth album.
is no letdown in the wake of his 1991
breakthrough album "Girlfriend." It
is more of the same all-o- ut rockers
and rock-ting- ed ballads conveying
feelings of love and loss.
Sweet s style has been compared to
Big Star, Fleetwood Mac (Mick
Fleetwood plays drums on this
album's "Reaching Out") and Neil
Young. Like Young, be is equally
adept at loud electric rock and softer
acoustkballads, andmanytimescom
bines the two with excellent form.
Sweet's crunching rhythm guitar is
.
oo oo oo
An evening at the movies
'The Man Without a Face"
BjBOBCOHNA .M S.-- ?, nl "
Awesome! This film, directed by
and starringMdGibson, has tobe one
c the best films of the year. A must
see far everyone. Everything about
this film was very wen done, from the
casting to the set design, and espe-
cially the script
The movie is set in the 1960s and
introduces a new young actor by the
narneofNickStahL 5 tahl portrays an
emotionally troubled child named
Charles who is searching for a male
rolemodeL He finds a friend in Mr.
McLeod. an ex-sch- ool trarhtrplayed
by Mel Gibson. McLeod, who is
extremely scarred on half of his face
from an auto accident, is rejected by
society. Charles, in a way. is also
rejected by his family, which consists
cfhismotherand twosisters. McLeod
and Charles help each other deal with
their problems while becoming best
'NEVEIiTOO ILATiL
Think you misted die Graduate Record Exam deadline? Think again. With
the new on-dema- nd GRE, you could be taking the test tomorrow. And tee
your (core the instant you finish. Score reports are mailed 10 to 15 days
later, in plenty of time for roo chU' deadlines. Call now for iratant
registration. Educational Testing Service
O'Syrvan Technology Centers
WOO
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most reminiscent of Young's style.
IBs voice is a bit softer but can take
Young's whirry edge at times, and his
" "songs : are : ' -
filled with
touches ofpop
which Young
has primarily
evaded.
On-Ahe-
red
Beast," Sweet
has again writ-
ten and ar
A distorted rhythm guitar
and bashing drums combine
wish Sweets constant
wcZZr.g ofuAcah-"i-n the
background to set up the
structure for an aU outjam.
ranged all the .
songs and shares production credits.
He handles an the vocals, the rhythm
guitar preluding both electric and
acoustkguitartracks on several songs)
and bass.
Asco"Grrifriead."RicrLloyd
and Robert Quine do an excellent job
of splitting the lead guuar position.
They are bom blazing and articulate
players who remain vital elements of
the mix but don't overshadow the
delicate nature of Sweet's songs.
oo oo oo
friends. It b refreshing to see Gibson
play a more human character as op-ppsedtohistypicalpsycbo- op-tough
guy.
This film may have similar themes
to those in "The Karate Kid," "For-
ever Young" (another Gibson film),
"The Phantom of the Opera" and
"Dead Poets Society," but this is a
surprisingly unique film in and of
itself. It covers issues such as the
death ofaparent, a youth's search for
identity, male and female conflict
within a family and a man rejected by
societywhoreceives a second chance.
Towards the end movie-goe- rs be-
come aware of two secrets from me
past trcauseasignificant change of
events and attitudes, giving the film a
surprising and dramatic ending. The
film also deals with another shocking
issue, but you wfll just have to go and
see it in order to find out exactly what
that is.
GBREASAP
TtescegTXrMsarffAcTleadsoff
the album arid represents Sweetat his
best while rocking full-til- t.
.
A dis--'
'-
-
'
toned rhythm
guitarandbash-
ingdrums com-
bine : with'
Sweet's con-
stant wailing of
"Aaalu."inthe
backgromd to
set up the struc-
ture for an afl
oatjam. When
the vocals kick in with the lead guitar
there is no holding bark. Sweet offas
a repetitive chorus threatening, Tm
coming backWith my dinosaur act"
Thebestsong,though,maybeMThe
Ugly Truth Rock." With its dueling
between vocals and lead guitar, this
song typifies Sweet's music An al-
ternative version of mis song, simply
.
uuedTheUgry Truth," also appears 1
on the album. It is a softer version
featuringafkldle but doesn't work as
INSTITUTE FOR
B U T L E R U
wefl as the other because of the men-
acing nature of the song. Other rock-
ers on the album include Tailing,"
"Knowing People," and "In Too
Deep."
Songs like "Devil with the Green
Eye" "Do it Again" and "Someone
toPuU theTrigger" showcaseSweet's
ability to write beautiful and some-tim-es
painful ballads that are soft but
stfflrock.
In "Someone to Pull the Trigger,"
Sweet's vocals beg for compassion
and relief at the same tiine. He sings
There's a hole in my heart getting
bigger. I need someone to pull the
trigger," but also sings, "So hold me
and love me." Looking forone wayor
another out of thepainful part oflove,
bis lyrics are surrounded by gentle
and complementary guitars.
The keen balance of production
aesthetics and rawperforrrtarcemakes
mis album exciting to listen to while
stiflfuD ofpowerful worckofkrvearai
hurt
.
v.-:- ..
STUDY ABROAD
N I V E R SI T Y
UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES IN
- GREAT BRI1AIN i
AUSTRALIA
IRELAND.
NEW ZEALAND
fully integrated, study at British, Irish,
New Zealand and Australian universities
EVLL OR SPRING SEMESTER FULL YEAR
INSTEP SUMMER PROGRAM IOTERNSHIPS
Study Abroad' Information Session
Representative: Mike Roberts.
-
.
.
.TV,,.- -: Mon.. September 20uate. - 11:00 - 2:00.
Location: ' Lowery Center Lobby "
For further information please contact: Vbur Study Abroad Office on campus "
or the Institute for Study Abroad, Butler Unlversity.'4600 Sunset Avenue.
Indianapolis. IN 46208. Tel: 317283-933- 6 or J800-368-685- 2 Ext. 9336.
FRIDAY. SEPT. 17
Music and More CD fc Cas-
sette Sale,irljounge, 10 tun.
-- 7 pjn.
Happy Hour in the Under-
ground, 5 pjn. - 6:45 pjn.
VkleoNigfat,TneUndergroui(L
SO cents
A Fish Called Wanda" 8 pjn.
John deese stars as a seemingly
stuffy English barrister defending
one of an oddly assorted gang of
jewel thieves. Jamie Lee Curtis
plays Wanda, a seductive con art-
ist, and Kevin Kline playsalunarjc
whoGndsndifQcuUtoctoarrytrur
but steal from others in this hilari-
ous romp. '
RedPin Special in Scot Lanes,
9 pjn.-llpj- rt Win fire games!
SATURDAY, SEPT. 18
Travel with the Hip Hop
Mooving COW horseback riding
at Mohican State Park, 1 1 ajn.-- 4
pjn S4 non refundable fee. Sack
lurches are provided. Sign up at
the Lowry Center Information
Desk.
PARTYONTHE GREEN1 On
the Quad. Listen to the alternative
turtesofThey MightBe Giants and
thw opening barPereUbu. The
Party starts at 8 pjn. with Fere
Ubu. The Giants take the stage at
9:30 pjn. and play until 11 pjn.
Remember- - no guests are admit-
ted. You must haveavalidCO.W.
ID to be admitted. No exceptions.
SUNDAY, SEPT. 19
Iowry(CenterArtExhibit,quilts
and hand made clothing by Susan
Knight.
The show rims through Oct 10.
MONDAY, SEPT. 20 .
ideldcks registration, lOajn. -
7 pja, Lowry Lobby.' .
TUESDAY, SEPT. 21
.
.
Sidekksregisrration,10ajn.- -
7 pjo, Lowry Lobby
VkVNight,TheUridfground,
50 cents
"Boll Durham 8 pjn. Kevm
Costner stars as Crash Davis, a
minor leaguer who finds himself
relegated to the role ofeducating a
rookie pitcher wimamillion dollar
arm and i five cent brain.-THURSDAY- ,
SEPT. 23
4 Pit Session: Marrianne
McMuDeri, editor of The Daytom
Voice, wiH speak on biases m the
media. 6pjruLowryPu. Stopby
on your way to dinner, listen, and
express your opinions.
Past 10
Regby
teams
retam
WOOSTER BLACKSHEEP
RFC RELEASE
"Saturday is rugby day." or so the
old ruggers song goes. Well, Satur-
day used to be rugby day at the Col-
lege, and wuh careful planning and i
liale lack, it will be once again.
Until the fall of 1991, the College
was borne to the Wooster College
Rugby Football Club. The club was'
not run by the CoDege, nor was it
officially recognized by the tchooL
Instead it was a completely student-ru- n
organization, with both men's
and women's teams, who asked very
little of the CoDege. Players sup-
ported the club through fund-raise- rs,
such as selling T-shi- rts, and a little
help from the Student Government
Association, bat primarily the ex-pen- ses
were paid from the pockets of
the players.
In fact, the only thing which the
club needed from the CoDege was a
field on which to play, and assuming
they were like any other independent
activity, they used the Quad between
SeverairecArtBtnTriinganri Stevenson
HalL Unfortunately, the CoDege was
advised that rugby should not be al-
lowed on campus due to insurance
liability. In an attempt to keep the
game alive on campus, players pro-pm- td
ggnmg individual waivers; and
though the College appreciated the
gesture, the attorneys far the CoDege
advised against iL
However, two yean later, a group
of students are attempting to start a
new club. This new club is in no way
affiliated with the CoDege, receives
no assistance from the CoDege, orany
student organizations, and does not
use any of the CoDege's facilities,
This complete separation from the
CoDege will not affect the new club,
however, as they have found a friend
in the understanding Luc Corp who
has agreed to provide the club with a
home field off campus.
The team is also searching for a
sponsor to help with the expenses of
operating a club. In order to sever all
former ties with the CoDege, the team
has changed its official name to
Wooster Blacksheep Rugby Football
dub. The new team is also recruiting
off campus, no longer limiting itself
to CoDege of Wooster' s students.
The Wooster Blacksbeep Rugby
Football dub welcomes all players,
with or without experience tojoin the
dub. The dub is having an informal
meeting today at430pjn. in theback
ofLowrypit. Ifyou are interested in
jciningcSechjb and and cannot make
the mmg, men can call Duncan
Jones at 262-46-02 or women can call
KaftySzabostx-4aX- L
By LAUREN COHEN
TWe want to be the top team in our
conference," said women's soccer
Head Coach David Brown, explain-
ing his goals for the remainder of the
Scots season. The Scots split last
weekend's games, beating Scranton
by ascore of2--1 but losing toSUNY-Genese- o
by a score of 1- -2. The
weekend's games brought the Scots'
record to 3-- 2 overall, with no confer-
ence games played to date.
But in many ways the Scots lost
twice this weekend. During Sunday's
game, senior co-capt-ain and Scots
goaltender Lisa Hall sustained a frac-
ture in her tibia. HalL a two-tim- e AB-Ameri- can
who chalked up 24 saves in
only five games ofplay.wiD be outfor
the rest of the season.
Tt was really disappointing." Hall
said, Tt'i not the way I wanted to end
my coDege soccer career.'
"She was a tremendous player,"
Brown said of HalL "It's a devastat-
ing injury, but we have topatch it up."
he added. "I think Lisa would be the
first person to tell you she didn't do it
alone. She had a very good unit in
front ofher, and that unit is intact," he
said. Denise Drescher '97 win take
over at goal, while Hall will continue
to attend the team's practices in more
of a coaching capacity.
In Saturday's game against
Scranton, Wooster'! Gillian Laribee
97 scored Cm for Wooster. She was
assisted by Marcy Hunt '94.
Wooster's second goal was scored by
LauraFembach 96, with the assist by
Delia Hoye95. Hall managed three
-- rHKToosTEii Voice Sports
'
--; t
Kin Kohls '95 readies to control the
saves during Saturday's game.
Laribee scored Wooster's lone goal
in Sunday's game against SUNY-Genes- eo,
with an assist by Claire
Roberts 94. Hall's save tally reached
four before her injury. Geneseo's
game-wiraii- ng goal was scored al-
most immediately following Hall's .
departure from thegame. S tin. Brown
has confidence in bis new goalie. 1
have confidence in our goalkeeper
now," be said.
HalL too, expressed optimism that
the team would be able to win the
conference and to make a return ap-
pearance at the national tournament.
: "We have a tot of skffl and talent --J :
- ; --i
mA "A :iv
Fallbaseball
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phoo by BRTTTANY BULLAJID
TheCoQegeof Wooster b&b& team' taeiaomotitiaJljbetfaslm the
spring, but the Fighting Scots hare beea getting some practice fat this
faJIbyplayfagsomeacrimnaages.
i -- 1 i
photo by BRITTANY BULLARD
ball during the Lady Scot Classic
have a lot of faitfi in our team," she
.said.
The Scots are looking to get past
this weekend's games on the team's
trek to be number one in the confer-
ence. This weekend the team heads
South to play Methodist CoDege on
Saturday afternoon, and will take on
North Carolina Wesleyan on Sunday.
"Once we get past this weekend,
we wm be able to focus our goals on
winning thecccfererce,"Brown said.
He added that what the team needs to
boost its confidence is to gain a sound
defeat "We need to open the flood-
gates and geton top ofa team and beat
them txxrvindngly," he said. .
; LEARN TO SKYDIVE
--AKRON SKYDI VERS INC.
Modern Equipment
First Jump Instruction - Tandem Jumps
" 20 minutes from Wooster
Group and Student Discounts Available
Call 1-800-726- -DIVE (3483)
CLASSIFIEDS
HELP WANTED
EXTRA INCOME'93 Earn
$2005500 weekly mailing 1993
Travel brochures. For more
information send a self addressed
stamped envelope to: Travel Inc.
PXX Box 2530. Miami, EL 33261
MISCELLANEOUS
GROUPS and CLUBS! Raise up to
S500-&15- 00 in less than a week,
Pius win a trip to MTZ SPRING
BREAK 94 and getaFREET-sha-t
just forcalling: 1-800-950-- 1039,00.
'65
DossierFile
Name: David Brown
Occupation: Women's Soccer --
Coach, the College of Wooster
What is your proodest moment
m sports? I am very proud of my
team. Their success on the field is
matched by their ccsnmiiinifiil to
excellence off the field.
What Is your lowest moment hi
sports? Every defeat They all hurt.
What person, Bvtng or dead,
would yoa most Ilka to have dinner
with? Sir Winston Qinrchni.
What b the last book you read?
The Pelican. Briefby John Gruham.
What two things can always be
found in your refrigerator? Cold sir
and a light bulb.
What b your pet peeve about
Wooster? Lack of space to expand
our facilities, lack of backing to
finance new ventures. CONSERVA-
TISM .J --cOviD iu uims2
What person, Bring or dead, do
yoa moat admire? The one that can
find a cure to AIDS, cancer and all
other diseases.
Tht Voice wfflfeaturt different
member of the coaching staff
infuture "Dossier Files"
UPTOWNDOWNTOW'N
TIIRIIT BOUTIQUE
250 W. North, Wooster.
262-973- 5
--Designer Labels
(Polo. J.Crew, The Cap, etc)
'."-- ) ; V: J iV-T-- .
--Quality Jewehy,
.v,
--NarunUFafcricr
A (Efferent type ofplace.
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Men's soccer drops
close match
A
....
.. T. v... .:
2
-
Wooster's offense produced two consecutive road victories before
falling to Malone College at home. - -
By PETER JAMES
The Fighting Scot men's soccer
team returned home after two con- -.
secutive road vkaories, tutdropped a
closely fought 1-- 0 contest to Malone
College. The loss came after me
; Satt had traveled to Wilmington on
I Saturday and defeated their pererini--J
airy strong soccer team 2--1. The
! Scots are iw 3-- 2 overalL
The game against Malone was
tightly contested throughout. The
first half saw each team have several
charges toscore,btitririther could put
one in the nets.
Early in the second half was the-tarai- ng
point of the contest. Damon
Rossi 96recdvedaredcardfor argu-
ing wuh an official. He was ejected
from the game and the Scots were
faced to play a roan short for the rest
ot me game. Moray mereaneTMaionc
sccitd what turned out to be the game
winning goal While Wooster's of-
fense had their fair chances to score,
. including aheadert John Kozak95
that hit the crossbar and a missed
pcnallrheywereimaoletobeat
Malone's goalie. The Scots were
handed a 1-- 0 defeat.
"We didnt play too bad against a
pretty solid team," said head coach
Bob Nye. Malone has yet to lose a
to Malone
'
'7v
photo by BRITTANY BULLARD
game this season. But it seemed that
the Scots were not together as a team,
as has been customary this season. "It
didn't seem that everyone was ready
to play," stated Nye. The Scots were
not overlooking their opponent, but
they appeared to let Malone dictate
the play. "We need to force the other
team to do things if we are to be
--
'suxxssful, added Nye. - r
- Not to be overshadowed by the
loss, Wooster defeated a very strong
Wilmington squad under the lights at
their field. Itwas the first since 1980
that the Scots had defeated
Wilmington.
The offense, for the first time all
year, was hitting on all cylinders. The
forwardcombiiiatkmcCfclinOzanrie
96, Kozak and Chris Bond 94 cre-
ated many soaring cfiportunities.
So far the defense has been the
strength of the Scots. The leader of
thedefenseisRogerHaIler,95. Over-
shadowed but equally important to
Wooster's defense has been John
Nicely .Bob Leonard 96and Dan
Cochran "94.
"We have progressed quite well
through the first five games. We are
a team that will improve every week,"
said Nye.
The Scots host Bethany tomorrow
at 1:30p.m.
ACADEMIC
COMPUTING
SERVICES
THE COMPUTER SALES OFFICE
WILL BE OPEN FROM 9.-00A-M: TO
NOON ON SATURDAY, SEPT. 25 FOR
I PARENTS AND STUDENTS WHO
WISH TO PURCHASE COMPUTERS,
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Consistency
volleyballkey to
NEWSSERVICES
Now'that they have ended their31-matc- h
losing streak, the Lady Scots
can set their sights on establishing
some consistency when they travel
back to Oberlin for the Great Lakes
Colleges Association Volleyball
Tournament this weekend. .
Wooster snapped its long losing
streak by.beating Kenyan 15-9,4--15,
15-1- 1 last week.
Urifcrtunatdy.the Lady Scotswere
unable to generate any momentum,
andtheytosttheirriextmatchtoHiram
(15-- 7, 15-7- ).
-
This past weekend, they were still
unable to find the winning
xnbmalk as mey dropped inatches
to Mount Vernon Nazerene (15-1- ,,
15-5- ), Ohio Wesleyan (15-1- 2, 15-8- ),
Case Western Reserve (15-6- , 15-- 8)
and Anderson (15-1- 1, 15-1- 3) in
Women's Athletic Association
looks ahead to anotheryear
WAA RELEASE
The Woman's Athletic Associa-
tionbad its annual welcorne-bac- k din-
ner last week at the Underground.
The dinner was a chance for the
women athletes from all sports to get
toknowoneanotherandlettheWAA
know whatrole it could play in hehv
ing these teams on to another year of
successful seasons. '
The Woman's Athletic Associa-
tion is an organization whose main
goal is to provide the women's sports
the attention and support they need.
In addition to making sure the games
and meets are well-publiciz- ed, pre-pari- ng
psych up days Cor each of the
teams and highlighting a female ath
wins
straight sets at Oberlin's Early Bird
Invitational.
IndividuaDy.setterSarahRobertson
96continues to run the offense quite
capably. Robertson has 91 assists for
an average of 5.4 per game.
Joining Robertson are classmate
Brijin Boddy and Carrie Headrick
97.
- Boddy, trie team leader in lolls as a
first-ye-ar student, is second this year
with 32. Meanwhile, Headrick leads
Oe team with 26 for an average of 2j6
rjergarnfT
Headrick also is the team leader in
digs with an average of 1 .6 per game,
while Robertson, Boddy and Susie
Boggs '95 each average 1.1 digs per
game. -- .
After this week's action, the Lady
Scots will travel to Pennsylvania to
take on Penn State Behrend and then
return hometomeet Hiram nextweek.
lete of the week in the Voice, the
group attempts to support activities
that are beneficial to all those inter-
ested in sports. -
Each year WAA brings speakers to
campus who address such topics as
nutrition andinjuries, purchasesequip-memma- n
effort toenhance theweight
room facilities and operates the con-
cession stand. They have already
begun to plan far the upcoming year,
but they would love to hear any sug-
gestions that you might have. The
WAA suggestion box is located di-rec-tly
inside the door to the women's
locker room in the PEC AH com-
ments are welcome, and don't forget
to norninate a deserving female ath-
lete of the week. -
Student Government Association
Elections! Elections! Elections!
Senate Elections will be held on Monday,
Sept 20. Voting will take place between
4:30 and 7 pjn. in both Kittredge and
Lowry Dining Halls.
Funding Applications Due...
Any campus organization seeking funding
for Semester I must return funding
applications to Julie Mayne, SGA
Treasurer, by Monday, Sept. 20.
nssian
Picks
WAA RELEASE
Each week, the sports department
will mck three National Football
League games and attempt to predict
the outcomes. Clearly, we have some
worktodo,considering we incorrectly
picked all six games last week. We
know that last week was a serious
embarrassment for the department,
but don't worry, well bounce back.
This week, we'll be looking at Detroit
at New Orleans, Denver at Kansas
City, Houston at San Diego.
"Washington at Philadelphia,
Cleveland at the L-- A. Raiders, and
Atlanta at San Francisco.
Detroit 17, New Orleans 14.
Barry Sanders will find enough
holes in the solid Saints defense to
help the Lions defeat New Orleans.
This battle of the undefeated teams
should be an exciting ore, dominated
by strong defense. The difference
will be Sanders. Look for this game to
be close the whole way, maybe even
tied after regulation. Pat Swilling
will get even with his old mates in mis
game.
Kansas City 21, Denver 17.
The Chiefs were completely
dominated in last week's debacle
against Houston. Joe couldn't go last
week, but he will go this week, and
that willmake all the difference in the
world for the Chiefs. Plus Dan
Dierdorf, Al Michaels and Rank
Giflbrd candnxdoverhim some more.
John Elway. Wade Phillips and
company are overachieving as it is.
Denver's unfarniliaritywith Montana
should allow Kansas City to move the
ball up and down the field.
Houston 24, Saa Diego 10.
The Chargers will be unable to
mount any sort of attack against the
Oiler defense. Moon, given enough
time to throw, will take the thunder
out of the lighting Bolts. San Diego
filwvt heatsnun the wh-SO- fi teams.
Philadelphia 23, Washington 13.
The Eagles have been very
impressive in winoiag their first two
contests ofthe year. The Redskins are
at a significant disadvantage having
lost Mark Rypien. This may finally
be theEagles year to do something in
theNFC East After all, theCowboys
and the Redskins are looking to have
down years, mis could be the chance
for the Eagles.
LA. Raiders 17, Cleveland It
The Browns will have a major
letdown after then-Monda- y night win
over San Francisco. The Raiders are
going to play ban-contr- ol and wear
down the Browns defense. Look for
the Raiders to have a significant
Saa Francisco 40, Atlanta 17.
. Ttv AQm ar orina to nstrt anm
rrvrngeon the hapless Falcons. Jerry
Glanville has had nothing but
problerristryingtorebuildtteF
and this game wfll not help him out
any. LrjokforJerryRkxtohavea"big
game.
.
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Lady Scots upset OWU 3--2
By MARK HUGH
The College of Wooster's field
hockey team saved its best perfor-
mance of the young season for per-
haps their toughest opponent, Ohio
Weskyan University. OWU has been
a perennial powerhouse and is die
main competition for Wooster in the
NCAC Thus, Saturday's game had
great importance with each team want-
ing to establish itself as the dominant
team in the conference.
Wooster had a lot of confidence
going into the game after defeating
Slippery Rode just a few days before
and hoped to do the same against
OWU. However, OWU had other
plans and came out looking to domi-
nate the game.
The first several minutes of the
contest consisted of both teams at-
tempting to dictate their style ofplay.
OWU managed to getWocsfcr! play-
ers out of synch and began to apply
pressure deep in Wooster's zone.
According to Lisa OstennueDer 94,
"We just didn't play the baQ. All we
did was hit it"
OWU attempted to take advantage
ofIhisandhad several scoring chances,
but were unable to solve Wooster's
defense. Wooster gonltrnrto Becky
Tedexstrom 94 made several good
saves and players like Missy Rice 94
and Betsy Shannon 95 played tough
enough defensively to take both teams
into the locker room tied, 0--0.
The second half would be a differ-
ent story fix Wooster. Instead of
having the game (firtatrrl to them,
they did the dictating, "We played
much more solidly in thesecondhalf."
OstenneuDersaid. "We talked a lot
more and made good passes."
Intramural Sports Update
Get readyfor IM.FootbalLJnformaUon
regarding rosters and waiverforms wiU, be
coming soonJWatch for it!
A reminder to aU IM. Sports Team Captains:
The results ofyour games must be called in
to IM. Director Dave Post at X-424-0
following the events It is the responsibility of
the winning team to call with the results.
Sports Challenge:
Tk SmurH CWXbaM It a wmkH
Jfc SfmH mcMmt. Thtflnt
ka Njkiam m Jut wtk a4A
afBJarmBmg.
Who is the last pitcher to lose
three games in aa LCS7
Wooster forced the issue by driving
deep into OWLTs zone and scoring.
OstermueDer streaked down the side
of the field into OWUs zone then
received thebaH and put it into the net
OWU, not willing to roll over and
play dead for the rest of the game,
took it upon itself to drive down die
field and score only moments later.
At this point, Wooster picked op the
level of play and began to dominate.
Wendy Perkins 96picked up the ball
deep in OWLTs zone and bulldozed
towards the net leaving nothing bat a
wake of fallen OWU players in her
trail before driving the ball past a
frozen goalie. With the score 2--1.
Wooster started to go into a passing
game in order to slow play down, but
it only managed to produce another
Perkins goaL Perkins, who is fondly
referred to as "Bulldozer" by team- -
the goal to put Wooster up by two.
OWU attempted to make the game
close by scoring a late goal with only
minutes remaining, but Ostermueller
remarked, "I wasnS worried. I knew
we were going to win. but they
wouldn't quit." The lace rally was
quickly stifled and the game ended
with Wooster winning 3--2. The vic-
tory gave Wooster an overall record
of 2-- 1. with a 1-- 0 made in the North
Coast Athletic Conference.
OstennueOer added. "It was a total
team effort when Meg (Wood) went
down withabackmjuryKathy Hansen
and Katie Ewig came in and provided
Eft."
With a strong group of players,
Wooster hopes to take this momen-
tum into this weekend's Salisbury
tournament and comes home with
some more victories.
The
Men's Soccer:
Saturday- - Bethany (H) 1:30
Women's Soccen
Saturday-Methodi- st (A) 1 1:00
Sunday-N.- C Wesleyan (A) 1:30
Wednesday-Joh- n Carroll (H) 4.00
p : to .4
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TaCback John Graebing 9 fights for extra yardage, while three Kalamazoo defenders try to bring him
down in the Hornets 30-1- 0 wfat over the Scots last Saturday. The Fighting Scots tnrvd to MeadvQe to take
cm Allegheny tomorrow. ; ; - '
Kalamazoo downs Scots 30-1- 0;
Allegheny challenges tompjxM
By MIKE HOUSEHOLDER
The Fighting Scot football team
dropped its first game of the year to
Kalamazoo 30-1- 0 last Saturday in
Kalamazoo, Michigan. Wooster (0--:
1 overall. 0--0 and Kalamazoo
were deadlocked 10-1- 0 with three
minutes remaining m the third quarter
when the Hornets exploded for three
touchdowns in a 3:30 span tohand the
Scots the opening-da- y loss.
Wooster began the scoring on a 40-ya- rd
run by tailback Mark Solis 95
with 4:5 1 remaining in the first quar-
ter. The ran capped a four-pla-y, 70-ya- rd
drive. Solis finished the game
with 83 yards rushing on 16 carries.
Tailback John Graebing 96, who
gained 43 yards on nine carries, and
Abdul Rashid '94, who ran for 33
yards on five carries.alsomade strong
contributions on the ground.'
Tast year, we threw the ball atot."
Graebing said. "This year we're start-
ing to run more. We're going to
surprise some people with our run-
ning."
In all,Wooster gained 183 yards on
the ground for the afternoon. How
Upcoming Week in Sports:
Cross Country: Volleyball:
Saturday-GLC- A at Denison
Field Hockey:
Saturday-Salisbur- y Tourn. (A)
Sunday-Salisbu- ry Tourn (A)
Wednesday-Deniso- n (A) 3JO
ever, the Hornets also used a strong
ground game, gaining 236 yards.
Unlike the Scots, though, Kalamazoo
used the run to set up a powerful
passing game, which netted 271 yards
to Wooster's 111.
At the half, die Scots found them-
selves down 10--7. AtthelO-minut- e
mark of the thkd quarter, safety Dana
Kreeger '95 recovered a Hornet
fumble and returned it 19 yards to the
Scots 43 yard-lin- e. Eleven plays
later, pbcekickiy Seth Carpien 94
booted a 29-ya-rd field goal through
the uprightstoknot the score at 10-1- 0.
Several key statistics provide the
evidence for the Scots loss on Satur-
day. First. Kalamazoo outgained
Wooster by 233 total yards. Second,
the Scots were beaten by the big play.
"The game came down to five big
plays," Graebing said.
Leading the Scots on defense were
BnrbarkfT Jamie Ruhl 95. who reg-
istered 14 tackles. Linebacker Geoff
Jamison '96 and comerback Sly
Slaughter '97 each added tackles for
Wooster.
"Our offensive line played well. I
only run as well as the Ime blocks, and
Saoirday-GLCAatOberl- in
Ttarsday-PSU-Betaen- d (A) 7:00
Football:
Saturday-Alleghe- ny (A) 1:30
they blocked wefl. Overall, we played
well offensively." stated Graebing.
Tomorrow, the Scots take on pe-
rennial powerhouse Allegheny in
MeadvilleJermsyrvania. The Gators
are consistently one of the nation's
tcpDrvisknOtearruLThisyearisno
exception. Allegheny coach Ken
OTCeefe has a record of 32-3--1 in his
three years at the Gators helm. Last
year, the Gators defeated the Scots
56-- 7.
"We've been practicing the same,
preparing for Allegheny just like ev-
ery other team." said Graebing.
Centers Mark Berger95 and Andy
Moreo 97 are injured and wiU not
play in tomorrow's game. Instead,
Tony Humbert 96 will start at center
tomorrow. KickoffatRobertson Field
in MeadvilJe jsl:30 pjn.
SCOT NOTES : The Scots lead the
all-tim- e series with Allegheny 8-- 7,
however.the Gators have won the last
six meetings Wooster is second in
the NCAC in rushing with an average
of 183 yards per game. Allegheny
and Wooster are eighth and ninth,
respectively, in die NCAC in pass
defense.
Quote of the Week:
"You know Feb from Geor-
gia, so I guess m continue to
play for peanuts.". , , ,
--Philadelphia Eagles running
back Henchel Walker on the
number ofplayers leaving the
Eagles, and why he's staying.
